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Charge Resolved Electrostatic Diagnostic of Colliding Copper Laser
Plasma Plumes.
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Abstract
The collision of two laser generated plasma plumes can result, under appropriate
conditions, in the formation of a ‘stagnation layer’. The processes underlying this
phenomenon are complex and time dependent. The majority of experiments over the
last few decades have focused upon spectroscopic diagnostic of colliding plasmas. We
have performed electrostatic diagnosis of multiply charged copper ions (Cu+ to Cu5+)
generated via Q-switched pulsed laser (λ=1.06 μm, τ=6 ns, EL=52-525 mJ) generation
of copper plasma plumes from a planar target. Time dependent current traces, charge
yields and kinetic energy (Ke) distributions are obtained for single plasma plumes (Sp)
and colliding plasma plumes (Cp). The charge yield from a Cp relative to twice that
from a Sp is characterized by a charge yield ratio (CYR) parameter. Superior ion yields
for all charge states occur for a discrete range of fluences (F) from colliding plasma
plumes leading to a CYR parameter exceeding unity. The kinetic energy distributions
from colliding plasma plumes display well defined energy compression via narrowing
of the distributions for all fluences and charge states. The extent of this energy
compression is charge dependent. Space charge forces within the stagnation layer and
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the resulting charge dependent acceleration of ions is proposed to account for the
transfer of ion kinetic energy in favour of collisional ionization mechanisms.

Keywords: Copper colliding plasma, diagnostic, Faraday cup, gridded retarding field
analyzer, charge resolved, charge yield, energy compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of colliding plasma plumes has been ongoing since the early
sixties1-6. For high intensity laser plasma generation (Ip>1013 Wcm-2) the experimental
focus was motivated by inertial confinement fusion studies (ICF)7-10. Early
investigations attempted to identify the complex mechanisms responsible for the
formation of a unique phenomenon later termed5 a ‘stagnation layer’. The collision
and interpenetration of two laser plasma plumes is an extremely complex time
dependent process and has yet to be fully elucidated.

The observed dynamics of such a system were initially reported to depend
heavily upon the initial electron density (Neo) of the seed plasmas and also on their
spatial separation6. Where the mean free path (mfp) was sufficiently small, a ‘cold’
electron layer would form in the interaction zone where the two seed plumes interact5.
This highly localized region exhibited a jump in the local electron density (Ne) by a
factor of ~5 in comparison to the seed plasmas5.
This aspect of stagnation layer formation originates in the highly collisional
interaction of ‘fast’ electrons (electron mfp, λee~2 μm)6 which precede the ions. Ions
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enter this interaction zone and subsequent ion-ion collisions heat this zone
appreciably (Te/Tion~1→8 over the interaction timescale), provided that the electron
density, Ne is high enough.

Interest in colliding laser plasma plumes (CLPP) and their possible
applications have also resulted in a range of experiments attempting to modify the
quality of thin film deposition11-14 for a range of materials. In contrast spectroscopic
investigations of colliding laser plasma plumes have concentrated on short
wavelength studies i.e. vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)15, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and xray spectral ranges16-26. Attempts have also been made to simulate colliding laser
plasma plumes for comparison with experimental results21,26- 28.

More recently a large number of experiments in the visible spectral range,
augmented by high speed imaging of CLPP have been reported29-33 and target
geometries utilized were either planar or wedge (varying angle) with plasma plumes
streaming laterally or transversely. To date there have been very few reports on
electrostatic diagnostic of CLPP34,35 and no charge resolved electrostatic studies have
yet been reported.

In this report we present charged resolved measurements of Cu+ to Cu5+ ions
from single (Sp) and colliding (Cp) copper laser plasma plumes generated via Qswitched laser pulse ablation of a planar target. A gridded retarding field analyzer
(RFA) combined with a Faraday cup detector is utilized to detect plasma ion time-offlight (TOF) signals after the ions have traversed a drift tube (d=1.13 m). For a range
of fluences (F=0.08-0.84 Jcm-2), we use deconvoluted, time dependent current traces
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to determine the dependence of the charge-resolved ion yield on laser fluence (F). We
introduce a parameter that we term the ‘charge yield ratio’ (CYR) to quantify the gain
(or loss) in charge yield for colliding plasmas over single plasma plumes. We also
convert the current traces to kinetic energy (Ke) distributions to reveal a strong
narrowing of the kinetic energy distribution in the Cp in concert with a lowering of the
recorded peak Ke. This aspect of Cp is observed to be strongly charge dependent.

II. Colliding Plasma Fundamentals

As previously stated, the magnitude of various processes responsible for
stagnation layer formation are strongly dependent upon the incident Ne at the collision
front and also on the edge velocity of the plasma plume. Two regimes have been
identified. Soft stagnation occurs where there is a small degree of interpenetration
between the two counter-streaming seed plasma plumes. In this case the ion-ion
mean-free-path (mfp) is generally larger than the dimensions of the system27 i.e. the
separation of the seed plasmas. The primary heating process in this case originates in
the ionic collisions within each individual seed plasma. Relative velocities of the seed
plumes are usually high.

In contrast, hard stagnation occurs when the ion-ion mfp is less than the seed
separation, D. The two plasmas undergo rapid deceleration and little or no
interpenetration occurs. Collisions between ions from opposing plumes dominate,
resulting in the conversion of plasma kinetic energy which generates highly localized
heating at the collision front. The rapid build up of plasma at this point results in the
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formation of a dense layer of material termed the stagnation layer and heating of this
layer produces bright emission.

The collisionality parameter23,27,30 ξ - determines which collision scenario will occur
and is given by23.

ξ=D/λii

Eq. 1

Where D is the separation between the two seed plasma plumes and λii is the
ion-ion mean free path given by23,30:

λii (1 → 2) =

4πε 02 m 2 v124
e 4 z 4 Ni ln Λ1→2

Eq. 2

Ni is the plasma average ion density at the point of collision, v12 is the relative
collision velocity, z is the average ionization state of the plasma, m the mass of the
atom (kg) and ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85×10-12 m-3 kg-1 s4 A2). lnΛ1→2 is
the so-called Coulomb logarithm.

High values of the collisionality parameter (ξ) can be achieved if the seed
plasma plumes are generated close together but exhibit small ion-ion mfp, λii. Given
that λii∝T2/Ni (Ni = ion density)33, seed plasma plumes with low temperature and high
density will lead to tight stagnation layer formation. A simple calculation for a
hydrogen like plasma with T~1.4 eV and Ni~1018 cm-3 results in a collisionality
parameter value33 of ξ~104.
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III. EXPERIMENTIAL SETUP
A. Plasma generation

Laser plasmas were reproducibly created with Nd:yttrium aluminum garnet Qswitched laser pulses (λ=1.06 μm, τ=6 ns, and EL=0.5-0.52 mJ). Generation of the
two seed plasmas was achieved with the aid of a wedge prism which splits the
incoming single laser pulse (before focusing) into two separate beams. Focused beams
were achieved via a 28 cm convex-planar lens. The laser irradiance was varied from
IP=0.13-1.4×1011 Wcm-2 with a φ=200 μm spot size for each individual plasma.
Single plasma generation was achieved by blocking one of the split beams before the
focusing lens.

The separation of the two focused beams (in mm) in the plane of the target is
given by30:

D=γf(n-1)

Eq. 3

where γ is the wedge angle in radians and f is the focal length of the lens in
millimetres. n is the refractive index of the lens material (n=1.5). The distance
between the wedge prism and focusing lens was varied in order to ensure that the seed
plasma separation D was ~2.5 mm. Operating pressures of ~3×10−6 mbar were
maintained for all experiments.

Figure 1(a) and (b) display a schematic of the vacuum chamber and opticalbeam/plasma configuration. Figure 1(c) displays typical time resolved gated images
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(Δt=3 ns) at time delays of 130 ns and 250 ns for both single plasma (Sp) and colliding
plasma (Cp) plumes for a mid-range laser energy (EL) of ~300 mJ per seed plasma.
The extended nature of the stagnation layer is evident throughout the emission
lifetime of the plumes, demonstrating the unusual plume dynamics evident in
stagnation layer formation.

B. Retarding field analyzer

A retarding field analyzer is composed of two parts. The first is the actual
electrostatic detector, the venerable Faraday cup36. We employ an irregular internal
geometry cup which is composed of a number of copper surfaces at various angles to
the vertical plane. Such a configuration is proven to strongly mitigate secondary
electron emission from the internal surface of the cup37-39 and has been verified
previously for the charge states of relevance here40 (Cu+ to Cu5+) up to high kinetic
energies41 (Ke ≥40 keV). Numerous RFA configurations have been developed for
specialist applications such as large acceptance angle detectors42, including a gridless
type for ion temperature measurements43, a Wien type filter analyzer for surface
diagnostics44 and cylindrical deflection type analyzers for low energy ion scattering45.
The simplicity and robustness of a RFA has resulted in their proliferation in numerous
areas of charge particle diagnostics such as semiconductors46,47, electron beam
detection48-50, gaseous ion detection51,52, heavy metal ion detection53,54, high current
discharge systems55,56 and large volume plasma experiments including fusion
studies56-58.
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Figure 1(d) presents a schematic of the gridded retarding field analyzer (RFA)
and Faraday cup. A typical gridded RFA is composed of three parallel mesh covered
apertures (of diameter ~8 mm in our case). The central grid/mesh is biased to various
repeller voltages +Vr while the outer two are grounded. This is usually followed by a
secondary electron suppressor which can be another mesh or a ring, biased to a
negative voltage larger than the cup bias. The three-grid system is placed in front of
the Faraday cup and acts as a filter for incoming ions. The cup was made of a hollow
copper cylinder, 50 mm in length and 15 mm in diameter with an 8 mm diameter
entrance aperture and was biased to -600 V in this work. Although a secondary
electron suppressor was fitted to our RFA (a charged ring), it was observed that even
a relatively high bias on this ring (-1000 V) had no effect upon the recorded signal as
the irregular internal geometry cup was able to compensate for secondary electron
emission. A custom built linear ramping power supply (0-3 kV, 1.5 mA) provided the
bias for the repeller grid. The ramp time on the supply was combined with the
repetition rate of the laser to ensure a voltage step of ΔVr=25 V between laser pulses.
The mesh used was tungsten (plain weave mesh - 30% transmission, 20 μm wire
diameter, 99.95% purity, nominal aperture 0.15 mm). The cup and mesh layers were
separated by Teflon ring isolators, and housed in a Teflon cylinder positioned inside a
grounded aluminium cylinder (see Fig. 1(d)).

A number of important design features must be included for successful
operation of a gridded RFA. The maximum distance between the wires of the mesh
must not significantly exceed the Debye length λD of the plasma. This is required to
ensure a continuous sheath across the face of the mesh59 and is particularly important
for the repellor grid.
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The primary challenge in gridded RFA operation is the competing
requirements between the space-charge shielding of ions and electrons at the repeller
versus the voltage required at the repeller grid59. For plasma plumes of sufficient
density and kinetic energy space-charge shielding may result in insufficient
penetration of the plume at the front of the repeller grid. This can result in the
formation of a virtual charge emitting surface which changes the effective spacing
between the grounded grids and the repeller and also the actual bias as experienced by
the plasma60. This issue can be compounded by the requirement to ensure Vr is high
enough to ensure sufficient electrostatic repulsive force (~eVrzi) at a particular ion
kinetic energy (for charge state zi). Distortion of the grid surface is also of concern as
is heating due to intermittent current discharge.

One simple solution which strongly mitigates the above challenges is to
employ a drift tube. The drift tube facilitates firstly time of flight (TOF) separation of
each ion group and a concomitant drop in the plasma density. Secondly the lower
plasma density also allows the repeller grid to be biased to relatively high values
without arcing. The drop in plume density (which also increases the Debye length)
helps to lessen the effects of space-charge shielding of the ions at the repellor59 and
also reduces the cumulative effects of electron and ion backscatter into the slower
moving components within the plume61. We have utilized a d=1.13 m drift tube which
allows the repeller grid bias to be set at values up to 1000 V for the entire fluence
range used. No arcing was present and this maximum Vr bias was sufficient to repel
all ion signals.
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To diagnose the total charge yield (QTotal) from each plasma, time dependent
current traces for each detected ion charge state must be determined. This is achieved
by recording the Faraday cup trace for a range of Vr bias values from 0 V to that bias
which prevents all ions reaching the cup. Figure 2(a) presents Faraday cup traces for
the entire fluence range used (with Vr =0 V) from a single seed plasma (Sp). Figure
2(b) displays the changing time dependent voltage trace produced by the cup for Vr=0
to +500 V for F=0.26 kJcm-2. As Vr increases the repulsive electrostatic force of the
repeller grid repels low energy ions for each charge state allowing the deconvolution
point between the signals (or peaks) of each ion charge state to be observed. Figure
3(a) displays this procedure for Cu+ to Cu5+ ions, plotting the total signal (Vr=0 V),
the deconvolution points (⊕) for each ion group and the fitted deconvoluted current
traces generated via the following shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
equation61,62:

2
⎪⎧ −m ⎛ d
⎞ ⎪⎫
S (t ) = Ct exp ⎨
⎜ − vCM ⎟ ⎬ Eq. 4
⎠ ⎭⎪
⎪⎩ 2k BTs ⎝ t
−4

Where C is a normalization factor, m is the mass of the target atom (kg), kB is
Boltzmann constant (K), Ts is the kinetic temperature, d the time-of-flight distance
(m) and vCM is the centre-of-mass velocity (ms-1) of the plasma plume (or ion groups).
The exact procedure is as follows. The deconvolution points for Cu+ (⊕ -grey) are
overlaid with the total trace IT. The portion of IT to the right, and of amplitude less
than the last deconvolution point for Cu+ is extracted (all signal to the right of and
lower than the grey horizontal line in Fig. 3(a)). Thus the deconvolution points for
Cu+ provide the rising edge of its current trace and the trailing edge is the portion of IT
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alluded to above. Only the peak region of the Cu+ current trace is thus absent. This
data is used to generate the complete Cu+ current trace via Eq. 4 to produce I+. This is
then subtracted from IT to produce the residue signal - R1 (composed of the still
combined Cu2+ to Cu5+ traces).

The above procedure is then repeated using the Cu2+ deconvolution points and
remaining residue signal - R1. The required portion of R1 is combined with the Cu2+
deconvolution points and Eq. 4 is again used to generate the Cu2+ current trace.
The residue signal - R2 in this case is now composed of Cu3+ to Cu5+ signals. When
the generated Cu4+ trace is finally subtracted from the last residue - R4, this residue
trace is the remaining Cu5+ signal. Summation of the generated Cu+ to Cu5+ traces
should exactly match IT. Here the match is almost perfect and the summed trace is
obscured by the experimental trace. The individual current traces can be converted to
a Ke distribution54 via Eq. 5 and plotted against an energy axis given by Eq. 6.

f z (E) =

E=

I Z (t )t 3
zi emd 2

1 ⎛d ⎞
m⎜ ⎟
2 ⎝t⎠

Eq. 5

2

Eq. 6

where Iz is the current trace of ionic state zi, t is time (sec), e the electron charge, m is
the mass of the atom (kg) and d is the drift tube (d=1.13 m). Figure 3(b) displays the
Ke distribution for the Sp for F=0.26 kJcm-2 extracted from current traces for Cu+ to
Cu5+. Charge yields can be calculated via integration of the time dependent current
traces.
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IV. RESULTS
Our results are divided into two sections. Firstly, using the technique outlined
in section III, time dependent current traces are determined for all fluence values used
for both single plasma (Sp) and colliding plasma plumes (Cp). From these traces
charge resolved yields are obtained and compared in section IV.A. We also present
the charge yield (CYR) parameter which we use to quantify the degree of
enhancement (or attenuation) of charge yields from the Cp. In section IV.B kinetic
energy distributions, calculated from time dependent current traces, are presented and
discussed. Pronounced differences between the Sp and Cp are observed and are
strongly charge dependent. These results strongly reinforce existing electrostatic
charge integrated data34,35 from Cp where both the peak and width of the kinetic
energy distribution have been observed to be lowered in the colliding plasmas case.

A. Charge yield measurements

Figures 4(a) and (b) display the total charge yield (QTotal) for each detected
charge state over the fluence range employed for both the Sp and the Cp. In both cases
the charge yield profile increases rapidly with fluence before displaying gradual
convergence to a near-saturated condition at high fluence. The good separation of
these curves and the relative values of QTotal at or near saturation is in good agreement
with results for all ion yields, from Cu+ to Cu5+, at near identical laser intensities
(Ip~1010-1011 Wcm-2) from previous charge yield measurements using a conventional
high voltage laser ion source40,41.
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The variation in total charge yield (QTotal) with fluence (F) for the Cp were
similar to those for the Sp, however near-saturation did not occur until slightly higher
F values and the rising edge of the QTotal profile at low F was more pronounced. This
was observed for all charge states.

To quantify this difference and attempt to more thoroughly diagnose the
effects of stagnation layer formation on relative ion yields we divided the charge yield
from the Cp by twice that from the Sp. This parameter was termed the charge yield
ratio (CYR) parameter. Where this parameter exceeds unity, stagnation layer
formation results in superior charge yields from the Cp beyond simple summation of
the charge yield from two single plumes. This data is presented in Table I.

It is clear from this table that this parameter exceeds unity for a discrete F range and
the extent of that F range is charge dependent. The charge yield from the Cp should
theoretically not exceed a value which is twice that of the Sp unless collisional
processes within the stagnation layer (or during its early formation) lead to an
increase in the average charge state and/or ion density.

To investigate this aspect of Cp the individual charge yields (Cu+ to Cu5+) were
summed for each F value for both single and colliding plasmas. The value obtained,
i.e., Qsum also exhibited a rapid rise with fluence. This data is presented in Table II
which also displays the charge summed CYR parameter. The following exponential
function was fitted to the QSum data:

QSum ( F ) = A − ( A − B ) exp(−(CF ) D ) Eq. 7
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where A, B, C and D are constants (C and D are dimensionless) and F is the laser
fluence (kJcm-2). The values of A and B (in nC) shift the fitted base line and saturation
level of the data while those within the exponent determine the increase in QSum with
F. These constants are presented in Table III for the Cp, Sp and 2xSp summed charges
(again assuming direct summation of the charge yield from two single plasma
plumes). Using equation 7 the summed charge yields from each plasma configuration
can be approximated by:

QSum(F)∝exp((-2.75F-0.97))

(Sp)

Eq. 8

QSum(F)∝exp((-3.65F-1.344)) (Cp)

Eq. 9

The constants presented in Table III for 2× Sp assume simple summation of the
charge yield from an Sp. Thus it is appropriate that the constants A and B are
approximately twice that for an Sp and that the rate of increase in the Qsum profiles
with fluence (represented here by C and D) are nearly identical to those from an Sp.

In considering the relative charge yields from the two plasma configurations,
the quantitative difference could be significantly larger as the time-of-flight of the
ions decreases. Three body recombination which strongly affects the charge yield
close to the ablation surface results in a decreasing average charge state within the
plasma plume. The recombination rate is proportional to ≈ zi3 N e2Te−9/2 where zi is the
charge state of the ion, Ne the electron density and Te the electron temperature63. This
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process determines the final ionic distributions in the early plasma plume. However it
has been shown that after some critical distance64 LCR, the recombination rate begins
to decrease strongly and is given by:

14/6

L CR

T 13/12ν τ 13/ 6
≅ in 8 /18ion 8 / 6
Nc φ

Eq. 10

Tin is the initial electron temperature (K) at the end of the laser pulse, vion is the ion
velocity, τ is the laser pulse duration (s), Nc is the critical electron density (cm-3) and

φ is the spot diameter (m). The lowering of the recombination rate is related to the
drop in plasma density as the plasma expands into the drift tube. As a result,
‘freezing’ of charge states should occur after this critical distance. Indeed LCR values
for laser plasma generation from laser pulses with λ=1.064 μm are typically on the
order of a few centimetres64.

It is also possible to reconstruct the charge yield at any particular distance (d)
along the flight tube, for d >>LCR, using analytically determined equations65-67 which
takes the form Q∝d-2. These relations can be used to compensate for dilution and
expansion of the plume. Considering the above two aspects of laser plasma formation
and expansion, it is highly probable that the CYR parameter for spatial scales less than
LCR could be significantly larger than those measured for here for d <1 m.

B. Kinetic energy distributions

Kinetic energy distributions were extracted from ion current traces via Eqs. 5
and 6. The width of the Ke profile at half maximum (Δ1/2) and the peak Ke for all
15

charge states and F values for both the Sp and Cp were obtained. This data is plotted in
Fig. 5(a-f). The central trend observed for Δ1/2 and peak Ke was an increase in both
with fluence which has been observed previously for both single and colliding plasma
plumes. However there are some distinct differences between the absolute values of
these peak and width parameters for these two cases, in their variation. In particular,
for highly charged ions (e.g., the 5+ case) at high fluence values, both Δ1/2 and peak
Ke are smaller in the Cp case compared to the Sp case. It is clear from figure 5 that the
extent of this lowering of Δ1/2 and peak Ke and the location of the ‘cross-over’ point
on the F scale (Cp value falling below the corresponding Sp value) is clearly
dependent upon the charge state.

The Δ1/2 and peak Ke were also averaged for each charge state and plasma
configuration. It can be seen from the resulting profiles, figures 6(a,b), that the
transition from these values being greater for Cp than in the Sp in the charged averaged
case is more abrupt, occurring at low F (~0.2 kJcm-2) in comparison to the gradual
reversal evident in the charge resolved yields (Figs. 5(a-f)). This highlights the need
for charged resolved diagnostics of Cp dynamics if the dominant mechanisms which
occur during stagnation layer formation are to be fully elucidated.

These results are in agreement with previous electrostatic (non-charged
resolved) studies of colliding plasmas using angle resolved Faraday cup data for
aluminium plasma plumes31, and Langmuir probes for the study of various metals32
(Al, Ti, Fe, Ni, Co Cu and Pt). In both reports the relevant detector was positioned
beyond the recombination zone (LCR) and employed approximately the same laser
intensities as work reported here (Ip~1010-1011 Wcm-2). Faraday cup measurements31
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of the Δ1/2 displayed the same cross over effect for the fluence range employed. Δ1/2
values for the Cp were larger than the equivalent Sp values, but only for low laser
fluences. The largest reported difference was ~36 % at the maximum reported laser
energy31, where Δ1/2 (Cp) << Δ1/2 (Sp). The peak Ke from the Cp was larger than the
calculated Sp value but only by a moderate percentage (~10%). However in that
report, no aperture or filter control was employed to separate the seed plasmas from
the stagnation layer and the results were not charged resolved.

Aperture control was employed in other work32 which used Langmuir probes
positioned at distances d= 38, 88 and 118 mm from a diaphragm aperture close to the
plasma expansion axis (normal to the ablation surface). This blocked the majority of
the plasma plume from the seed plasmas. The mean energy (εi) and maximum energy
(εi.max) of the recorded plasma ions (assumed to be singly charged) were measured.
For the colliding plasma data both εi and εimax were on average 50% lower than for the
single plasma. In arriving at these values, these authors assumed that the average
charge state was singly ionized. However, it is clear from our data that these values
are lower in Cp compared to Sp only for the more highly charged ions and so their
plasmas must have been on average more highly ionized than unity.

V. DISCUSSION

The total energy input (from the laser pulse) during Cp generation is exactly
twice that for a Sp. The processes involved in stagnation layer formation for Cp
dynamics must be inherently adiabatic. Conservation of energy principles thus require
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some process to be enhanced at the expense of the recorded Ke distributions and this
process must be charge dependent.

Laser generated plasma plumes exhibit strong internal magnetic and electric
fields68, which result in unique plume dynamics such as the phenomenon of plume
splitting69,70 which is attributed to electrostatic influences on ion/electron dynamics.
Acceleration of positively charged particles is generally associated with the motion of
fast electrons propagating away from the target surface71 and such charge separation
mechanisms72 in laser plasma plumes originate from the hydrodynamic pressure
gradient Fp ~∇Pe and the thermal force Ft ~∇Te. Electromagnetic influences within the
plasma respond via the formation of dipole moments at the plasma front, resulting in
electric fields outside the plasma plume and the generation of a non-isotropic internal
electric field (which is orientated normal to the target surface). This internal field
results in a shift in the measured ion energy distribution73,74.

For very early phases in the plume history (during the laser pulse) fast
electrons are ejected from the core of the plasma, establishing a positive charge at the
target surface. This layer of fast electrons can separate from the combined ion and
neutral cloud by up to one Debye length which can result in charge dependent
acceleration of ions74. Measurements74-80 of self-generated electric field intensities in
laser generated plasma plumes for laser intensities of Ip=109-1019 Wcm-2 have shown
that short lived electric fields, with values on the order of Ε0~2×105-1.4×1012 Vcm-1,
are present. Although the exact nature and structure of dipole moments and the
resulting space-charge forces within stagnation layers are not fully understood, it is
reasonable to assume that such processes are certainly present within a stagnation
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layer and could account for the observed results reported here. Indeed, given the
strong charge dependency of our results, acceleration of ions by local, high gradient
electric fields within the volume of the stagnation layer is highly probable.

If fast electrons stagnate before the heavy, slower ions, and highly charged
ions stagnate earlier than less highly charged ions then prior electron layer stagnation
could screen incoming ions for an extended time interval31. This would allow ions
from opposing seed plumes to approach closely before space charge fields start to
oppose this which would lead to a concomitant increase in the local electric field
gradient. Direct measurements of electric fields81-83 in or near the stagnation layer,
compared to those detected from a single plasma plume, are necessary to gain a
proper insight into the potential role of electric field effects on the stagnation layer
dynamics if a full understanding of stagnation layer formation and the observed
results for ion Ke distributions and ion charge yields is to be better understood.

CONCLUSION

We have performed a charge resolved electrostatic study for both colliding
laser plasma and single plasma plumes using a retarding field analyzer (RFA) with a
Faraday cup detector situated at the end of the drift tube. For a range of laser energies
the ion yields for Cu+ to Cu5+ was determined and compared. For a restricted range of
fluences the total charge yield recorded from the Cp exceeds twice that from a Sp
indicating a small but finite gain. The kinetic energy distributions clearly indicated a
strong narrowing of the Ke profile and lowering of the peak Ke for Cp plumes. These
effects were charge dependent and may suggest space-charge and ambipolar field
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effects which result in strong ion acceleration in the presence of the stagnation layer
as a significant influence. The resultant transfer of ion Ke to collisional ionization
mechanisms enhances the charge yield from a colliding plasma stagnation layer.
Future work will focus upon the charge yield and kinetic energies of colliding laser
plasma plumes from metals for a range of atomic masses in the periodic table to
explore possible scaling relations in the behaviour of stagnation layer formation.
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TABLE I. CYR parameter for all detected ions. Fluence (column 1), charge yield
ratio for Cu+ to Cu5+ (columns 2-5).

Cu+

Cu2+

Cu3+

Cu4+

Cu5+

0.08

0.63

0.52

0.56

0.73

------

0.11

0.79

0.71

0.70

0.90

------

0.15

1.02

0.83

0.89

1.02

0.44

0.26

1.17

0.97

1.02

1.08

0.65

0.40

1.27

1.03

1.09

1.10

0.97

0.56

1.32

1.09

1.07

1.07

1.18

0.71

1.33

1.02

0.99

0.97

1.21

0.84

1.22

0.88

0.85

0.86

0.95

F
(kJcm-2)
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TABLE II. Fluence (column 1), total charge summation (Qsum) for each seed
plasma (column 2) and colliding plasmas (column 3) and summed charge CYR
parameter (column 4). This data was obtained via summation of the individual
ionic charge yields displayed in Fig. 4(a).

F

QSum

QSum

CYR

(kJcm-2)

(nC) -

(nC) -

(Charge

Sp

Cp

Summed)

0.08

1.82

2.07

0.56

0.11

4.42

6.58

0.74

0.15

6.92

12.15

0.87

0.26

8.87

18.05

1.03

0.40

10.39

22.77

1.09

0.56

12.39

28.08

1.13

0.71

13.75

29.59

1.08

0.84

14.41

26.99

0.94

TABLE III. Constants for Eq. 7 fitted to the total charge summation data in
Table I for the colliding plasma (Cp), the single plasma (Sp) and twice the Sp.

Target A(nC)

B(nC)

C

D

Sp

16.07

0.18

2.75

0.97

2× Sp

32.20

0.30

2.77

0.95

Cp

28.10

0.42

3.65

1.34
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FIG. 1 (a) (Colour online) Schematic of the experimental system. (b) Optical and
target configuration. The laser beam was separated via a wedge prism and the two
beams were focused onto the planar copper target using a 22 cm convex-plano lens.
(c) The retarding field analyzer (RFA). (d) Time gated images (Δt=3 ns) of a single
plasma plume (Sp) and colliding (Cp) Typical laser plasmas plumes for time indices
t=130 and 250 ns for copper planar targets (single and colliding plasmas).

FIG. 2 (a) (Colour online) Total Faraday cup signals versus fluence (F) from the
single plasma (Sp). In this case the cup was biased to -500 V while the repeller grid
bias Vr was 0 V. (b) Faraday cup signals for the single plasma (F=0.26 kJcm-2) with
Vr varying from 0 to +500 V. The approximate locations of the peaks of Cu+ to Cu5+
are labelled. These peaks shift along the temporal axis as low energy ions for each
charge state are increasingly rejected by increasing electrostatic repulsion at the
repeller grid.

FIG. 3 (a) (Colour online) Deconvoluted current traces for Cu+ to Cu5+ for the single
plasma (Sp) at F=0.26 kJcm-2. The crossed circular labels are the deconvolution points
between each time dependent current peak observed in Fig. 2(b) as Vr increases. (b)
Kinetic energy (Ke) distribution for Cu+ to Cu5+ using Eq. 4 to convert time dependent
current traces.

FIG. 4 (Colour online) Total charge yield (QTotal) versus fluence (F) for the single
plasma (a) and colliding plasma (b) for detected charge states Cu+ to Cu5+. These are
calculated by integrating the time dependent current traces in Fig. 3(a).

29

FIG. 5 (a-c) (Colour online) Kinetic energy (Ke) profile width at half maximum
(PWHM) for Cu+, Cu3+ and Cu5+ versus fluence (F). As the charge state and fluence
increase the Δ1/2 and peak Ke decrease strongly for the Cp. (d-f) Ke peak versus F for
Cu+, Cu3+ and Cu5+. The F dependent profiles for Ke and Δ1/2 both demonstrate a
transitional relationship as the charge state increases (for a fixed fluence). However
for Cu3+ peak Ke measurements (e) the transition occurs across the studied F range.
This was also observed for Cu2+ and Cu4+Δ1/2 and peak Ke measurements (not shown
here).

FIG. 6 (a) (Colour online) Averaged profile width at half maximum (Δ1/2) and (b)
averaged peak kinetic energy (Ke) for both the SP and the Cp versus fluence (F).
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